RETINAL PROCESSING NEAR ABSOLUTE THRESHOLD: From Behavior to Mechanism
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Abstract Vision at absolute threshold is based on signals produced in a tiny fraction of the rod photoreceptors. This requires that the rods signal the absorption of single photons, and that the resulting signals are transmitted across the retina and encoded in the activity sent from the retina to the brain. Behavioral and ganglion cell sensitivity has often been interpreted to indicate that these biophysical events occur noiselessly, i.e., that vision reaches limits to sensitivity imposed by the division of light into discrete photons and occasional photon-like noise events generated in the rod photoreceptors. We argue that this interpretation is not unique and provide a more conservative view of the constraints behavior and ganglion cell experiments impose on phototransduction and retinal processing. We summarize what is known about how these constraints are met and identify some of the outstanding open issues.

INTRODUCTION

Sensory signals are inherently variable. These variations set a fundamental limit to the performance of any system designed to detect and process these signals. In the case of vision, sensitivity cannot exceed the limit set by the quantization of light into discrete photons and the consequent Poisson fluctuations in photon absorption. Several aspects of dark-adapted visual processing approach this limit. Rod photoreceptors reliably signal the absorption of single photons (1, 2), and behavioral detection may require absorption of only a few photons (3). This exquisite sensitivity is crucial for normal night vision. On a moonless night only one rod in 10,000 receives a photon during the integration time of the rod signals [reviewed in (4)]. Thus visually guided behavior requires the retina to read out and process single-photon signals carried by a tiny fraction of the rods while rejecting noise generated in the remaining rods.

Reaching the sensitivity limit imposed by the quantal nature of light requires that intrinsic noise is small compared with that generated by Poisson fluctuations.
in photon absorption. Both behavioral (5–7) and physiological (2, 8, 9) studies have identified conditions under which this requirement is not met; under these conditions intrinsic noise limits sensitivity. The intrinsic noise has been associated with photon-like noise events produced by spontaneous activation of rhodopsin in the rod photoreceptors (5, 8, 9). If correct, this idea implies that the retinal readout of single-photon responses in the rod array is efficient and effectively noiseless. However, uncertainty in existing estimates of behavioral sensitivity and of rod noise makes this identification tenuous. Several additional noise sources, including other sources of rod noise, synaptic noise in retina and cortex, and noise in spike generation, could also contribute to limiting behavioral sensitivity. Although it is not clear whether these other noise sources are negligible, behavioral sensitivity does require that they are small.

Behavioral work has motivated studies of how absorbed photons are transduced by rods and how the resulting signals are processed by the retinal circuitry. This work has focused on several questions: (a) How do rods detect single photons (1, 2)? (b) How are the resulting signals reliably transmitted across retinal synapses (10–12)? (c) How are the signals produced by absorption of a few photons coded in the pattern of activity sent from the retina to the brain (8)? Similar problems occur elsewhere in the nervous system. For example, signals in some cortical areas, like those in the rod array, are sparsely coded (13, 14). In such cases, appropriate strategies for computations based on the encoded signals must take the sparseness into account. These general questions can be posed clearly in the retina because the signal and noise properties of the rod inputs can be measured and the stimuli can be precisely controlled.

Here we review what is known about how the mammalian retina works near absolute visual threshold. We begin by discussing evidence from behavioral experiments and ganglion cell recordings that the visual system can encode the absorption of a small number of photons. We then describe the properties of the noise inferred from behavioral and ganglion cell experiments. A clear prediction from behavioral and ganglion cell sensitivity is that rod photoreceptors can detect single photons; we summarize the mechanisms responsible and highlight the rod noise sources that could limit sensitivity. Finally we discuss the retinal circuitry that conveys the rod signals to the ganglion cells, emphasizing how this circuitry processes single-photon responses.

BEHAVIOR

Behavioral experiments provide estimates of the minimum number of photon absorptions that can be detected and the noise that limits the reliability of detection. These experiments are often interpreted to indicate that humans can detect <10 absorbed photons (3, 6, 15), limited by the spontaneous activation of rhodopsin in the rod photoreceptors (5). We argue that these interpretations are not unique. Thus it is currently unclear what process or processes limit behavioral sensitivity.
Consequently, although behavior constrains the physiological mechanisms responsible for dark-adapted visual sensitivity, the extent of these constraints is not clear.

Frequency of Seeing Experiments

Not long after it was established that light is quantized into discrete photons, Lorentz realized that a just-detectable flash delivered about 100 photons to the cornea and hence that the quantization of light might be of relevance for visual sensitivity [reviewed in (16)]. Identifying the minimum number of photons required for seeing from this observation is difficult because of uncertainty in the quantum efficiency, i.e., the fraction of photons at the cornea absorbed by the rods. Estimates of the quantum efficiency based on measurements of the scatter and absorption properties of structures in the eye (the absorptive quantum efficiency) range from 0.1 to 0.3 (17), indicating that 10–30 photons are required for seeing a flash.

The frequency of seeing experiments of Hecht and colleagues (3) and van der Velden (15) estimated the detection threshold and quantum efficiency directly from behavior. Measurement of the fraction of trials in which a flash was seen as a function of the number of photons at the cornea showed a broad transition from flashes that were rarely seen to those frequently seen (e.g., Figure 1A). The threshold and quantum efficiency were estimated on the basis of three assumptions: First, variability in a subject’s responses was attributed to the Poisson statistics of photon absorption and the consequent trial-to-trial fluctuations in the number of absorbed photons. Second, only flashes producing at least \( \Theta \) absorbed photons were seen. Third, the average number of photons contributing to seeing, \( \bar{n} \), was related to the average number of photons at the cornea, \( \bar{N} \), by an unknown quantum efficiency, \( \bar{n} = Q_E \bar{N} \). Thus the probability of seeing a flash delivering an average of \( \bar{N} \) photons to the cornea is

\[
P_{\text{see}} = \sum_{n \geq \Theta} \frac{\exp(-Q_E \bar{N})(Q_E \bar{N})^n}{n!}.
\]

This approach estimates the behavioral threshold, \( \Theta \), from the steepness of the transition between flashes that are rarely and almost always seen. If \( \Theta \) is small, Poisson fluctuations in the number of absorbed photons from one trial to the next will make the transition broad. The transition becomes steeper with increasing \( \Theta \).

When the probability of seeing from Equation 1 is plotted against the logarithm of the flash strength, the unknown quantum efficiency shifts the curve along the flash strength axis but does not change its shape. Thus the quantum efficiency is estimated from the shift required to align Equation 1 with the frequency of seeing data (Figure 1A). From this analysis, Hecht and colleagues estimated a threshold of 5–7 photons and a quantum efficiency of \( \sim 0.06 \). This behavioral quantum efficiency is considerably lower than estimates of the absorptive quantum efficiency, a point we return to below. Even with the higher quantum efficiency, the likelihood that an individual rod absorbed \( >1 \) photon on any trial is small.
Figure 1  Frequency of seeing data adapted, with permission, from Teich and colleagues (7). (A) Data for low false-positive rate fit with Equation 1. Θ is the threshold number of photons, and $Q_E$ is the quantum efficiency. (B) Frequency of seeing curves for high (◦) and low (●; identical to A) false-positive rates from a single subject. Fits from Equation 2 include additive Poisson noise, constrained to be equal for each curve, and different thresholds. (C) Data in B replotted and fit with Equation 2 with a higher quantum efficiency, higher thresholds, and increased additive Poisson noise. (D) Data replotted and fit with Equation 3, which includes multiplicative Poisson noise. The multiplicative noise allows for a higher quantum efficiency, a lower threshold, and less additive Poisson noise.

because the flashes covered an area of the retina containing $\sim$500 rods. Thus these experiments require that individual rod photoreceptors detect single photons.

False Positives and Internal Noise

The frequency of seeing analysis described above assumes that all the noise in the visual system is the result of Poisson fluctuations in photon absorption. If true, visual sensitivity would reach the limit imposed by the division of light into discrete photons. However, observers occasionally report seeing a flash even when
none is delivered, and detection threshold depends on the rate of these false-positive responses. Barlow demonstrated this dependence by allowing observers to adopt two criteria, answering either yes or maybe in a frequency of seeing experiment; the maybe responses had a lower threshold and higher false-positive rate than the yes responses (5) (e.g., Figure 1B). Barlow used these results to argue that the false positives were produced by internal noise that occasionally generated the false perception of a flash. This noise, together with Poisson fluctuations in photon absorption, was interpreted as limiting detection performance.

Sakitt (6) did a more complete version of Barlow’s yes-maybe experiment by asking subjects to rate the strength of each of a series of dim flashes on a scale from 0 to 6, where 0 corresponds to “did not see anything” and 6 to “very bright light.” She constructed frequency of seeing curves and estimated thresholds for ratings of 1 or more, 2 or more, 3 or more, etc. This amounts to measuring thresholds with six different criteria. The false-positive rate and sensitivity decreased as the criterion increased. The experiments of Sakitt and Barlow show that false positives can trade for detection threshold across a wide range of criteria. In this view, different criteria correspond to different signal-to-noise ratios, and observers can choose where to operate on the basis of how many mistakes they are allowed to make. These experiments indicate that a small number of photons, perhaps even a single photon, contributes to detection.

Barlow and Sakitt converted the false-positive rates in their respective experiments into an estimate of the internal noise limiting performance. They assumed this noise could be expressed as an additive dark light complete with Poisson fluctuations. In this case, following Equation 1, the probability of seeing is

$$P_{\text{see}} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{\exp\left[-Q_E(\bar{N} + D)\right]\left(Q_E(\bar{N} + D)\right)^n}{n!}.$$ 2.

Here $D$ is the additive Poisson noise (the dark light), expressed as an equivalent number of photons at the cornea. In darkness (i.e., $\bar{N} = 0$) the probability of seeing is nonzero because of the dark light. Barlow fit the yes and maybe results with Equation 2, assuming they shared a common amount of dark light but had different thresholds (e.g., Figure 1B). Sakitt similarly fit her data such that only the threshold changed between different criteria. Estimated values of the dark light and difficulties in obtaining a unique estimate are discussed below.

### Ambiguities in Behavioral Measurements

The central problem with interpretation of the behavioral experiments summarized above is that the fits to the frequency of seeing curves are not unique. We have described the discrepancy between the behavioral and absorptive quantum efficiencies: Behavioral measurements place the quantum efficiency between 0.03 and 0.06, whereas direct estimates based on losses within the eye range from 0.1 to 0.3. Barlow suggested that this discrepancy could originate because the behavioral quantum efficiency can trade for additive Poisson noise when fitting...
frequency of seeing data with Equation 2 (5). This is illustrated in Figure 1C, which shows fits to the frequency of seeing data from Teich and colleagues (7) with a quantum efficiency of 0.11. Raising the quantum efficiency from 0.05 to 0.11 increased the threshold by a factor of \(\sim 4.5\) and the dark light by a factor of \(\sim 3\) (Figure 1B).

Uncertainty in the quantum efficiency produces a 10-fold range in estimates of threshold and dark light. Expressed as an equivalent rate of photon-like noise events in each rod photoreceptor (using estimates of the spatial and temporal summation of the rod array, the rod density, and an assumed quantum efficiency), the dark light ranges from 0.002 to 0.03 s\(^{-1}\) (18). This large range of values makes it impossible to draw a strong association between the dark light and noise originating in the rods.

Figures 1B, C illustrate two examples in a range of possible fits to the frequency of seeing data. At one end of this continuum, the number of photons required for detection is <10, the dark light is close to estimates of rod noise, but the behavioral quantum efficiency is very low compared with the absorptive quantum efficiency. A possible explanation is that at least half of the photons absorbed by the rods are not processed. Although it sounds counterintuitive, this can be an effective processing strategy (discussed below). At the other end of the continuum, the behavioral and absorptive quantum efficiencies agree, but the threshold number of photons and the amount of dark light are high. These extremes provide qualitatively different views of retinal processing. In the first, the retina efficiently and noiselessly processes the rod signals. In the second, the dark light cannot be explained by rod noise alone and instead post-rod processing must be noisy or inefficient.

Another possible resolution of the discrepancy between behavioral and absorptive quantum efficiencies is that the additive noise model is wrong. Lillywhite (19) showed that multiplicative noise could help resolve this discrepancy. Such noise could arise if several Poisson noise sources operate sequentially, and hence the product of their probability distributions determines the response statistics. Additive noise is still required to explain the false positives. With both additive and multiplicative Poisson noise, the probability of seeing becomes

\[
P_{\text{see}} = \sum_{n \geq 0} \exp[-Q_E(\bar{N} + D)]\left[Q_E(\bar{N} + D)\right]^n \sum_{s \geq \Theta} \frac{\exp(-Mn)(Mn)^s}{s!}.
\]

The term inside the first sum is the probability of \(n\) photon-like events given the quantum efficiency \(Q_E\), the mean number of photons at the cornea \(\bar{N}\), and the dark light \(D\). The second sum determines the probability that the response \(s\) is equal to or greater than the threshold \(\Theta\) given \(n\) absorbed photons. \(M\) is the gain from \(n\) to \(s\), such as might be observed if one photon generated two spikes on average in a ganglion cell. Figure 1D shows fits for the frequency of seeing data according to Equation 3. A combination of additive and multiplicative noise allows for a quantum efficiency of 0.2 and relatively low thresholds (7, 20).
Summary

Behavioral measurements of dark-adapted sensitivity place several constraints on visual processing: (a) Individual rods can detect single photons; (b) false positives and sensitivity can trade for one another; and (c) signals from a small number of photons, perhaps a single photon, influence perception. A key open issue is whether the retina is efficiently processing the rod signals. Can the dark light be attributed to noise events in the rods? Does the apparent discrepancy between behavioral and absorptive quantum efficiencies result from the discarding of photon responses and/or the presence of multiplicative noise? Alternatively, is the discrepancy a result of incorrectly assuming both the threshold number of photons and the amount of dark light are relatively small? The physiological work described below provides some answers.

RETINAL GANGLION CELLS

The elegance and the curse of the behavioral experiments is that they lump together all factors that could lower sensitivity, including many central factors (17, 21) that are a nuisance if the aim is to constrain retinal processing. An alternative is to focus on the fidelity of signals in the retinal ganglion cells. The most extensive of such studies in mammals are in the anesthetized cat.

Barlow, Levick, and colleagues (8, 22, 23) recorded extracellular spikes from individual ON ganglion cells probably ON-X according to (Reference 9) in darkness and in response to dim light flashes. The spontaneous activity in darkness consisted of bursts of several spikes. The distribution of intervals between bursts was approximately exponential, indicating that the bursts occur largely independently. This behavior is consistent with the idea that the maintained discharge is produced by additive Poisson noise consisting of independent, discrete noise events, each of which produces a burst of ∼3 spikes.

Barlow and colleagues also analyzed responses to flashes delivering 5–50 photons at the cornea, using a frequency of seeing analysis similar to that used in Sakitt’s behavioral measurements (8) and a receiver operator characteristic analysis (23). They concluded that the performance of dark-adapted ganglion cells could be explained with the following assumptions: (a) The quantum efficiency was 0.18, (b) each absorbed photon caused the ganglion cell to generate 2–3 extra spikes, and (c) detection was limited by Poisson fluctuations in photon absorption and additive Poisson noise arising from discrete noise events (dark light) occurring at a rate of 5–6 s⁻¹.

Mastronarde provided additional evidence for Barlow’s observations by recording simultaneously from pairs of cat retinal ganglion cells (9). He found that nearby cells exhibited correlated bursts of 2–3 spikes in darkness and that weak backgrounds increased the rate of these correlated bursts. Cross-correlation functions calculated between the spike trains of two nearby cells had a slow component with a timescale of ∼50 ms; this relatively long timescale is consistent with a common input to the cell pair. Pairs of ON cells and pairs of OFF cells were positively
correlated, and ON-OFF pairs were anticorrelated. These correlations included ON and OFF center X (β or midget-like) and Y (α or parasol-like) ganglion cells.

On the basis of the similarity of the correlated bursts in darkness and in the presence of a dim background, Mastronarde argued that the slow correlations resulted from photon-like events in the rods, either from spontaneous or light-activated rhodopsin. Assuming a quantum efficiency of 0.12 and an approximate receptive field size, Mastronarde estimated that each photon produced 1.5–2 spikes, similar to the 2–3 spikes per burst estimated from autocorrelation functions computed from the cell’s spike trains in darkness. Noise bursts occurred at a rate of 2–6 s⁻¹. A rate of 6 s⁻¹ corresponds to ~0.002 events/rod/s given the rod density (24) and receptive field size (25, 26). These conclusions are in agreement with those of Barlow and colleagues (8).

The results from Mastronarde and Barlow are consistent with the idea that the retina can detect and process single-photon responses. However, as with the behavioral data, this is not a unique interpretation. More conservatively, their results argue for a source of discrete, independent noise events originating in the rods or in the retinal circuitry. This noise likely originates in the AII amacrine cells or earlier (see Retinal Circuitry and Interneurons, below) to explain the anticorrelation between ON and OFF cells. We provide additional arguments below that the identification of the ganglion cell bursts with rod noise is tenuous.

Several studies provide evidence for nonadditive noise originating downstream of the rods. Frishman & Levine (27) recorded from ganglion cells in the presence of a steady dim background light or a modulated light with the same mean intensity. They showed that the statistics of ganglion cell spiking under these two conditions were inconsistent with models with only photoreceptor noise. In addition, Lillywhite (19) and Saleh & Teich (28) argue that multiplicative noise can account for many aspects of the ganglion cell signals previously attributed to additive noise. Multiplicative noise can explain the observation that the variance of the ganglion cell spike count is greater than the mean (28). As with the behavioral data, multiplicative noise may help explain why the inferred quantum efficiency of ~0.15 is lower than the absorptive quantum efficiency of ~0.3 in cat (7, 17, 19). If each photon produces more than one spike, however, multiplicative noise will play a lesser role in limiting sensitivity than Poisson fluctuations in photon absorption. Furthermore, multiplicative noise alone cannot explain the ganglion cell’s spontaneous spiking activity in darkness.

PHOTOTRANSDUCTION

The first prediction from behavioral and ganglion cell experiments, that rods can detect single photons, was confirmed more than 25 years ago by Baylor and colleagues (1, 2). These studies identified three important functional properties of the rod’s single-photon responses (e.g., Figure 2A): (a) The electrical response triggered by photon absorption is highly amplified, (b) the rod maintains low noise in darkness, and (c) individual single-photon responses show low trial-to-trial
variability. Combined efforts in biochemistry, molecular biology, and physiology have since explored the molecular basis of each of these properties (29).

The activity of a single rhodopsin molecule is amplified in several stages [reviewed in (30)]. First, rhodopsin itself catalyzes the activation of hundreds or thousands of copies of the G protein transducin (31, 32). Each transducin activates a single phosphodiesterase (efficiency ∼0.8), and each phosphodiesterase hydrolyzes many cGMP molecules. This results in the closure of cGMP-gated channels and a 1–2 pA reduction in inward current (2). In total, activation of a single rhodopsin leads to the degradation of $10^5$–$10^6$ cGMP molecules and the failure of $\sim 10^6$ Na$^+$ ions to flow into the outer segment. This scheme applies to all vertebrate rods; however, the fidelity of the single-photon response varies considerably from one species to another. For instance, the signal-to-noise ratio of the single-photon response is $\sim 6$ in primate rods (2, 33) and $\sim 3$ in mouse rods (34).

Dark noise in the rod signals comes from spontaneous activation of rhodopsin and phosphodiesterase (2, 35, 36). Spontaneous rhodopsin activation produces discrete noise events indistinguishable from single-photon responses (Figure 2B); these occur once every 200–400 s in a monkey rod (2; G.D. Field & F. Rieke, unpublished observation). Thus each of the rod’s $\sim 10^6$ rhodopsin molecules activates spontaneously every 500–1000 years on average. Spontaneous phosphodiesterase activation produces continuous fluctuations in the rod current with a magnitude about one fourth the size of the single-photon response (Figure 2B).
These current fluctuations have a frequency composition similar to the rod’s single-photon response, and thus occasional large continuous noise deviations will mimic single-photon responses (2).

In addition to the low dark noise of the phototransduction cascade, the rod’s single-photon responses vary little from one to the next, particularly when compared with the variations expected for signals initiated by a single molecule (33, 37, 38). This low variability poses an interesting molecular design question: How is the activity of a single rhodopsin molecule regulated to avoid the expected statistical variations in its lifetime? Low variability is also required if the visual system is to count photons, as suggested by Sakitt’s behavioral results, and may enable the rod responses to encode precisely the time of photon arrival (37).

COMPARISON OF ROD NOISE WITH BEHAVIORAL AND GANGLION CELL SENSITIVITY

Behavioral measurements and recordings from ganglion cells provide an estimate of the intrinsic noise that limits absolute sensitivity. This noise has usually been associated with spontaneous activation of rhodopsin, which produces additive Poisson noise (5, 8, 9). Indeed, the rate of photon-like noise events in monkey rods is in approximate agreement with estimates of the noise limiting human behavior [reviewed in (18)]. Furthermore, the noise limiting the sensitivity of cat ganglion cells consists of discrete bursts of spikes similar to those produced by dim backgrounds (8, 9).

Several issues make the association of the dark light with photon-like noise events in the rods tenuous. First, fits to the frequency of seeing curves depend on several factors (quantum efficiency, additive Poisson noise, and multiplicative Poisson noise) that can trade for one another (Figure 1). This precludes a unique interpretation. Second, in the cat ganglion cell experiments, the number of rods providing input to the recorded cells was not accurately determined, and the properties of noise in cat rods have not been measured. Experiments in toad provide additional evidence that behavior approaches limits set by spontaneous rhodopsin activation. In particular, the temperature dependence of behavioral threshold is correlated with the temperature dependence of the rate of photon-like noise events in the rods (39). However, the effect of temperature on behavior is very different in frogs (40). This difference among closely related species, along with differences in both the signal-to-noise ratio of the single-photon responses and the underlying retinal circuitry in amphibian and mammalian retina, makes it impossible to generalize from toads to humans.

What other sources of noise might limit sensitivity? First, continuous noise in mammalian rods can generate large fluctuations that look like true photon responses (2, 34). Second, noise downstream of the rods, e.g., synaptic noise or noise in spike generation, could contribute to either additive or multiplicative noise. Determining the identity of the noise limiting ganglion cell sensitivity remains a key question in how the retina works at low light levels. If the noise can be entirely attributed
to the rods, the retinal readout of the rod array must be efficient and effectively noiseless. This is a strong constraint.

RETINAL CIRCUITRY AND INTERNEURONS

Behavioral, ganglion cell, and rod experiments illustrate that single photons are detected at the initial stage of retinal processing and suggest that single-photon responses reliably traverse the retina. Understanding the retinal mechanisms responsible for this sensitivity and the identity of the noise limiting sensitivity will require tracking the rod’s single-photon responses across the retina. Our current understanding of how single-photon responses are processed by retinal interneurons is primitive compared with our knowledge about rod and ganglion cell physiology.

Rod signals are transmitted across the mammalian retina through at least three pathways: the rod bipolar pathway, the rod-cone pathway, and the rod-OFF pathway (Figure 3; also see 41, 42). The rod bipolar pathway, which is a special feature of mammalian retina, has long been considered the primary route for rod signals at light levels near absolute threshold. Only recently has a solid experimental basis for this idea been developed (43–45). In particular, isolation of the pathways through a combination of genetic and pharmacological manipulations indicates that the

Figure 3
Pathways for rod signals. In mammalian retina, responses generated by rod photoreceptors (R) can reach ganglion cells (GC) by three routes. In the rod bipolar pathway (46–48), rod signals are sent to rod bipolar cells (an ON-type bipolar) (RB), which subsequently send these signals to a network of electrically coupled AII amacrine cells. AII amacrines are electrically coupled to ON-cone bipolar (CB) cells and connected by a glycinergic synapse to OFF-cone bipolar cells. These cone bipolars send signals to ON and OFF ganglion cells. In the rod-cone pathway (24, 49, 50), rods are electrically coupled to cones (C), which relay both ON and OFF signals to ganglion cells through cone bipolars (CB). In the rod-OFF pathway (43, 51, 52), ganglion cells receive rod input through OFF-cone bipolar cells, which make synaptic contacts with rods.
rod bipolar pathway operates at light levels at least 10-fold lower than the others. Thus behavior at light levels near absolute threshold is mediated by the rod bipolar pathway.

Rod signals in the rod bipolar pathway are passed to rod bipolar cells, a type of ON or depolarizing bipolar cell that receives exclusive rod input (46–48). Rod bipolars differ from prototypical bipolar cells because they make few or no direct contacts with ganglion cells. Instead, each rod bipolar contacts several electrically coupled AII amacrine cells (48). AII amacrine cells contact ON-cone bipolar cells through gap junctions, and OFF-cone bipolar cells through sign-inverting glycineergic synapses. Cone bipolar cells transmit rod signals from the rod bipolar pathway to ganglion cells. Below, we describe what is known about how each component of this pathway processes single-photon responses and identify some of the outstanding open questions. A more detailed account of the anatomy and general function can be found in Bloomfield & Dacheux (42).

The Rod-to-Rod Bipolar Synapse

Work on transmission of single-photon responses from rods to rod bipolar cells has emphasized three issues: (a) the presynaptic mechanisms permitting reliable transmission of the small voltage changes produced by photon absorption, (b) separation of the rod’s single-photon responses from continuous noise, and (c) a speeding of the single-photon response in bipolar cells compared with that in rods.

Behavioral sensitivity requires that rods generate electrical responses to single photons and that some of these responses are transmitted to rod bipolar cells. The presynaptic hyperpolarization produced by absorption of a photon is only 1–2 mV in amplitude (50). The small size of the presynaptic signal makes transmission challenging compared with the situation at central synapses where the voltage changes are 100 times larger. Rods are depolarized in darkness and continuously release glutamate at a specialized ribbon-type synapse (53, 54). Photon absorption hyperpolarizes the rod and produces a reduction or pause in release. Random pauses or slowing generated by statistical fluctuations in release will masquerade as true photon events and thus produce a source of noise potentially limiting visual sensitivity (10). Such a noise source could account for some of the dark light discussed in the Behavior and Ganglion Cell sections. The vesicle release rate and statistics determine the magnitude of this synaptic noise.

Salamander rods release vesicles at a rate of at least 400 s\(^{-1}\) at the dark potential of \(\sim -40 \text{ mV}\), as indicated by capacitance measurements (55); these rods, however, have larger active zones and more release sites than mammalian rods. Rao-Mirotznik and colleagues (12) argue that mammalian rods must maintain a dark release rate of at least 80–100 s\(^{-1}\) to ensure that random pauses in release produce fewer false photon-like events than spontaneous rhodopsin activation in the rod outer segment. Their argument is based on two assumptions: Vesicle release obeys Poisson statistics, and release is completely abolished for \(\sim 100 \text{ ms}\) during the single-photon response.
The first assumption of Rao-Mirotznik (12) is supported by work on synapses made by spiking cells. In particular, the release of vesicles at the neuromuscular junction follows Poisson statistics as long as the release probability at each fusion site is low (56); however, these are synapses that can reload between the brief bouts of exocytosis produced by action potentials. The statistics of vesicle release could be different when the synaptic machinery is forced to operate continuously as for rods in darkness; each of the ~40 fusion sites (11) in a mammalian rod spherule would have to release several vesicles per second to support a rate of 100 s⁻¹. Variability in vesicle release could be reduced if each vesicle fusion site exhibited a refractory period following release, just as a refractory period can reduce variability in spike generation (57, 58). Indeed, optical tracking of single vesicles in goldfish bipolar terminals (also a ribbon-type synapse) indicates that they are not available for exocytosis for ~0.1 s after arrival at the membrane (59). If present, a similar refractory period at release sites in the rod terminal could reduce the variance in the number of vesicles released, thus reducing the required mean rate.

The second assumption made by Rao-Mirotznik and colleagues (12), that release is completely suppressed by the single-photon response, has not been directly tested. This is because the small size of mammalian rods makes direct measurement of the voltage dependence of transmitter release difficult. This relation has been studied in amphibians by recording simultaneously from rods and postsynaptic cells (60, 61), by monitoring capacitance changes produced by exocytosis (62), and by detecting released glutamate photometrically (63). These studies indicate that the release rate changes exponentially for a 2–5 mV voltage change. A similar voltage dependence in mammalian rods would cause the 1–2 mV single-photon response to suppress the rate of vesicle fusion by at most two thirds. Keeping synaptic noise below rod outer segment noise in this case would require a dark release rate exceeding 400 s⁻¹. Direct measurement of the statistics of vesicle release and the consequences of the resulting synaptic noise remains a key experiment.

A second issue at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse is the separation of single-photon responses from continuous noise. The continuous noise appears relatively innocuous in recordings from single rods (e.g., Figure 2); however, when signals from multiple rods are combined at light levels near absolute threshold, noise generated in all the rods threatens to overwhelm the light responses generated in a few rods. Linear summation of the rod inputs is a poor strategy under these conditions because each rod input contributes to the sum without regard to the likelihood that the rod absorbed a photon. A more effective strategy is to identify rods that likely absorbed a photon. This can be done by passing the rod inputs through a thresholding nonlinearity that retains signals from those rods likely generating single-photon responses and rejects signals from those rods likely generating noise (2, 64) (see Figure 4). Convergence of 20–100 rods onto a rod bipolar makes the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse the final opportunity to implement such a threshold. Indeed, Field & Rieke (34) found that such a nonlinearity exists at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse. As a consequence, the single-photon responses of mouse rod bipolar cells are much more identifiable than those of the rods (Figure 4).
Figure 4  Rod bipolar single-photon responses are more discrete than rod single-photon responses. (A) Rod photocurrent and (B) rod bipolar current recorded while delivering periodic flashes that generate ∼0.6 activated rhodopsins per rod. Rod currents were measured with a suction electrode. Rod bipolar currents were measured under voltage clamp with the cell held at −60 mV. Histograms of the normalized response amplitudes are plotted in (C) rods and (D) rod bipolar cells. Each histogram has been fit with a sum of weighted Gaussian functions.

Although convergence dictates the need for a thresholding nonlinearity at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse, it does not predict where the threshold should be positioned relative to the single-photon response. Instead, the optimal position of the threshold is set by the light level and properties of the rod noise (Figure 5A,B). The light level at visual threshold can be thought of as a prior probability of 0.0001 that an individual rod generates a single-photon response. Photon-like noise events increase this probability to ∼0.0007 (for an 0.1 s integration time) because they cannot be distinguished from real responses (these noise events were neglected in Reference 34). Because of this, all signals smaller than the average single-photon response in a mouse rod are more likely to be noise than signal and should be rejected. Thus only relatively large single-photon responses should be retained, i.e., those to the right of the crossing point between the signal and noise distributions in Figure 5B. The observed threshold is close to this optimal position (34). Rejection of single-photon responses sounds like a poor processing strategy; however, the
Figure 5  Optimal separation of signal and noise by a thresholding nonlinearity.  
(A) Comparison of the distribution of the continuous dark noise (thin line) and the 
distribution of signals generated by single-photon responses plus the spontaneous ac-
tivation of rhodopsin (thick line) for a rod photoreceptor at a light level of 0.6 Rh\(^*\). The 
crossing point of the distributions (0.5) indicates the position of the optimal threshold. 
Insets show the position of such a threshold relative to the rod responses. (B) Same as 
(A) but at a light level of 0.0001 Rh\(^*\) (near absolute threshold). The optimal position 
of the threshold moves to a higher value as the light level is decreased. (C) Same com-
parison as (B) for a rod bipolar cell at visual threshold. The separation of signal and 
noise in rod bipolar cells (see Figure 4) lowers the position of the optimal threshold 
(0.75).

resulting decrease in noise dramatically improves the fidelity of the rod signals. 
Rejection of some single-photon responses may contribute to the low quantum 
efficiencies inferred from behavior and ganglion cell recordings when compared 
with the absorptive quantum efficiency.

Electroretinograms (ERG) provide additional evidence for a nonlinearity in sig-
nal transfer from rods to rod bipolars (65, 66). The inferred position of the threshold 
from ERG recordings is lower than that found in slice recordings, suggesting that 
few photon responses are discarded at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse. The position 
inferred from ERG measurements implies one of the following scenarios: (a) The 
threshold is not well placed to separate signal and noise; (b) the component of the
ERG attributed to the rod bipolar cells does not effectively isolate events occurring at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse; or (c) existing rod noise measurements (2, 35, 36, 67) do not accurately describe rod noise in vivo. Because the ERG does not measure rod noise, resolving this issue will require measuring signal and noise from single cells under conditions close to those in vivo.

Sampath & Rieke (69) found that the thresholding nonlinearity at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse was produced by saturation of the G protein cascade in the rod bipolar dendrites. Glutamate from the rods activates metabotropic receptors on the rod bipolar dendrites, which leads to closure of nonselective cation channels through a poorly understood signaling cascade (70). Reduction in glutamate release during the rod light response reduces receptor activity, opens channels, and leads to depolarization of the rod bipolar cell. In darkness, glutamate release in the rod is sufficient to saturate a component of the rod bipolar transduction cascade and cause the bipolar current to be insensitive to small changes in rod voltage and the corresponding changes in glutamate release. Larger changes, such as those produced during the single-photon response, relieve this saturation and produce an electrical response in the rod bipolar cell.

The ability of a threshold to separate single-photon responses from noise requires that signals are not mixed between neighboring rods prior to reaching the rod synaptic terminal. This is clearly not the case in amphibians, where rods display strong electrical coupling (71–74). Gap junctions are also present between rods in some rodent retinas (52) but have not been described in cat or primate. The discreteness of the single-photon responses in the rod bipolar currents and the sensitivity inferred from behavior and ganglion cells suggest that gap junctions between rods are not functional near absolute threshold (24).

A third aspect of signal transfer from rods to bipolar cells is the speeding of the response in the bipolar cells compared with that of the rods (34, 65, 75) (Figure 6). The response speeding indicates a reduced synaptic gain at low temporal frequencies, i.e., a high-pass filtering. Indeed, paired recordings in amphibian retina indicate that presynaptic mechanisms cause synaptic transmission between rods and bipolars to preferentially transmit temporal frequencies near 2 Hz (68). This filtering is well suited for the task of identifying the times of photon arrival on the basis of the rod currents (76, 77), as temporal frequencies below 1 Hz carry little information about photon arrival time and temporal frequencies above 4 Hz are dominated by noise. This qualitative argument can be formalized to predict the kinetics of the bipolar response based solely on the rod signal and noise. In mouse, the kinetics of rod-mediated responses in retinal ganglion cells is only slightly sped compared with that in the rod bipolars (Figure 6); thus the time course of the rod signals is dominated by rod phototransduction and the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse.

The work summarized in this section identifies the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse as a key component of both transmission and processing of the rod responses. Not only must this synapse maintain low noise, but linear and nonlinear mechanisms serve to speed the rod single-photon responses and separate them from continuous noise
Figure 6  (A) Normalized dim flash responses from a salamander rod and bipolar cell recorded simultaneously (68). (B) Normalized dim flash responses from a mouse rod, rod bipolar cell, and ON ganglion cell.

produced in rod phototransduction. Processing at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse appears to be well matched to the signal and noise properties of the rod signals.

The Rod Bipolar-to-AII Amacrine Synapse

Rod bipolar cells make ribbon synapses onto several types of amacrine cells (46), but they have not been observed to contact ganglion cells directly. The connections to the AII and A17 amacrine cells are the best studied. The A17 amacrine cells (S1/S2 amacrine in rabbit retina) modulate the rod signals by providing inhibitory feedback to rod bipolar synaptic terminals (78–82). Although the AII amacrines are a requisite component of the rod bipolar pathway, little is known about how single-photon responses traverse the rod bipolar-to-AII amacrine synapse. Below, we focus on open questions at the rod bipolar-to-AII amacrine synapse, in particular how the pattern of convergence and divergence affects photon detection.

All amacrine cells in cat receive converging input from 20–30 rod bipolar cells, each of which gets input from ∼15 rods (48). Thus the AII amacrine cell gets direct input from ∼300–450 rods. At visual threshold, a small fraction (<0.01) of the converging rod bipolar inputs to an AII amacrine carry a light-driven signal. Thus the AII amacrine, similar to the rod bipolar, faces the problem of convergence of sparse, noisy inputs. Convergence implies that a thresholding nonlinearity such as that operating at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse could serve to retain selectively rod bipolar single-photon responses while rejecting noise (83). As is the case at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse, the best position of such a threshold is dictated by the light level and the rod bipolar signal and noise, independent of convergence.

Noise in the rod bipolar inputs consists of fluctuations in the rod bipolar electrical signals (Figure 5C) and noise produced by stochastic fluctuations in vesicle fusion at the synapse. These noise sources, particularly the synaptic noise, have not been characterized sufficiently to determine how severely linear summation
by the AII amacrine would compromise sensitivity. Figure 5C gives a rough estimate of the distributions of photon-like events and noise in the rod bipolar cell at absolute threshold assuming synaptic noise is negligible. The separation of the signal and noise distributions is greater than that in the rod responses (Figure 5B,C); thus an optimally positioned threshold at the rod bipolar-to-AII synapse (arrow, Figure 5C) would reject a smaller fraction of the single-photon responses than are rejected at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse. Figure 5C suggests that at absolute visual threshold the smallest 10–15% of the rod bipolar single-photon responses would have a greater probability of being noise than signal and should be discarded. This nonlinear summation would improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the AII signals by a factor of \( \sim 20 \) compared with linear summation. There is at present no evidence for or against a threshold at the rod bipolar-to-AII amacrine synapse.

Divergence causes the signal from a single rod to be represented in several AII amacrine cells. A single rod typically sends outputs to 2 rod bipolar cells, and these 2 rod bipolar cells contact \( \sim 5 \) AII amacrine cells (48). This divergence will correlate light-dependent signals in nearby AIIIs. Noise generated at the rod bipolar-to-AII synapse should be independent in different AII amacrines, however, and thus the fidelity of the rod signal may be improved by averaging across AIIIs (83, 84). Such averaging is provided by electrical coupling between nearby AII amacrines (85–87), which causes the signals to spread from 1 AII amacrine to \( \sim 20 \) neighbors under dark-adapted conditions (88). AII amacrine cells, unlike rods and rod bipolar cells, can also generate \( \text{Na}^+ \) action potentials (89). Modeling work suggests that the resulting nonlinear electrical properties may amplify single-photon responses more than noise in a collection of electrically coupled AIIIs (83). The role of these action potentials in signal transmission at visual threshold has not been determined experimentally.

The AII-to-Cone Bipolar and Cone Bipolar-to-Ganglion Cell Synapses

Single-photon responses in the AII amacrine cell network are passed to ON- and OFF-cone bipolar cells through distinct mechanisms. ON signals from AII amacrines cells pass through gap junctions to ON-cone bipolar cell terminals. Electrical signaling through these gap junctions preferentially transmits signals from AII amacrines to cone bipolars owing to the large difference (\( \sim \) fivefold) in input impedance of the AII amacrines and the cone bipolar cells (87). Signals from AII amacrines are passed to OFF-cone bipolar cell terminals through inhibitory glycinergic synapses (90). The properties of glycinergic signal transmission from AII amacrines to OFF-cone bipolar cells are not well understood. Connections to ON and OFF bipolars do not appear to be entirely promiscuous because some ON and OFF ganglion cells receive almost exclusive cone input (44, 45, 91), requiring bipolar cells that get little or no rod input (92). This also suggests that some cones do not make functional gap junctions with rods (see Figure 3).
Cone bipolar cells convey rod signals directly to ganglion cells. Because all rod signals are conveyed to ganglion cells through cone bipolar cells, no ganglion cells should receive exclusive rod input. Although the cone bipolar-to-ganglion cell synapse has not been studied at light levels near absolute threshold, a good deal is known about how these synapses operate at cone light levels [reviewed in (93)].

CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed what is currently known about retinal processing near absolute visual threshold. Behavioral experiments (3, 6, 7) and in vivo retinal ganglion cell recordings (8, 9) predict that rod photoreceptors can detect single photons and indicate a source or sources of additive Poisson noise that can be expressed as an equivalent input light or dark light (2). Some of the dark light clearly originates from spontaneous activation of rhodopsin in the rods. However, attributing all of the dark light to this source causes the behavioral and absorptive quantum efficiencies to differ substantially. Imposing that the quantum efficiencies are similar requires a large increase in the dark light, making it unlikely that rod noise alone limits sensitivity. These possibilities provide two very different views of retinal processing: The first implies the rod signals are efficiently and noiselessly read out by the retinal circuitry, the other implies that a significant amount of additive noise is introduced post-photoreceptor.

The comparison of the noise limiting behavior with noise from spontaneous activation of rhodopsin neglects at least three issues. First, such a comparison fails to consider other sources of noise in the rods, particularly continuous noise (35, 36). Single-photon responses can be separated from continuous noise by a threshold-like nonlinearity at the rod-to-rod bipolar synapse (2, 64). Such a threshold, however, would also reject a substantial fraction of the rod’s single-photon responses (34) and thus contribute to limiting sensitivity. This may be one of the reasons that the absorptive and behavioral quantum efficiencies differ. Second, the assumption that the intrinsic noise can be modeled as an additive Poisson source may be wrong. A combination of additive and multiplicative noise (7, 19) can explain behavioral and ganglion cell sensitivity while providing closer agreement of behavioral and absorptive quantum efficiencies. Third, there is more to rod vision than detecting the presence or absence of dim lights. For example, estimating motion relies on extracting temporal information from the rod array. The noise limiting such computations may differ from that limiting detection. Reproducibility of the rod’s single-photon responses may permit photon arrival times to be encoded precisely (37), and bandpass filtering at the rod synapse may be a first step in extracting this temporal information (68, 76).

To date, the main success story in our understanding of the retinal basis of photon detection has been work establishing how rod photoreceptors detect single photons. The same sort of quantitative and mechanistic description is lacking in our understanding of how the retina reads out the rod signals. We are beginning to
understand how the first synapse in the retina may be optimized for processing retinal signals, but even here significant gaps in our knowledge remain. In particular, we know neither the statistics of vesicle release nor how the rod signals are being sped. Our knowledge of how single-photon responses are processed at subsequent synapses and encoded in the electrical activity of downstream retinal interneurons is even more incomplete. In addition, recent anatomical and physiological work has identified alternative pathways that rod signals can take through the mammalian retina. The function of these additional pathways is not clear, although a possible explanation is that they serve to process the rod signals over a wide range of light levels (41).

Vision is one of several examples in neurophysiology where sensory performance is exquisitely sensitive [reviewed in (94)]. Pheromone detection in insects may approach the single-molecule limit (95). Hearing approaches sensitivity limits set by thermal motion of the auditory hair cell stereocilia (94). Electoreceptors can detect voltage gradients of \( \sim 10 \text{nV/cm} \) (96), much smaller than voltage changes required to open most ion channels. These examples of extreme sensitivity challenge our understanding of sensory transduction, processing, and encoding. Studies of photon detection in the retina provide an opportunity to understand how the underlying biophysical mechanisms meet these challenges.
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